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Paleoclimatic variability inferred from the spectral
analysis of Greenland and Antarctic ice-core data
P. Yiou,1 K. Fuhrer,• L. D . Meeker,•,4 j . jouzel,1
S. Johnsen,
•'6 and P. A. Mayewski
•
Abstract. PMeoclimate variations occur at various time scales,between a few
centuriesfor the Heinrich eventsand severalhundredsof millenia for the glacial

to interglacialvariations. The recent ice coresfrom Greenland(GreenlandIce
Core Projectand GreenlandIce SheetProject 2) and Antarctica(Vostok)span
at least one glacial oscillation and provide many opportunities to investigate
climate variations with a very fine resolution. The joint study of coresfrom both
hemispheresallows us to distinguishbetweenthe sourcesof variability and helps
to propose mechanisms of variations for the different time scales involved. The

climate proxieswe analyzeare inferredfrom •1sO and •D for temperatureand
chemicalspecies(suchas calcium)for the joint behaviorof the major ionsin the
atmosphere, which yield an estimate of the polar circulation index. Those data
provide time series of climatic variables from which we extract the information

on the dynamicsof the underlyingsystem. We used severalindependentspectral
analysis techniques, to reduce the possibility of spurious results. Those methods
encompassthe multitaper spectral analysis, singular-spectrumanalysis, maximum
entropy method, principal componentanalysis, minimum bias spectral estimates,
and digital filter reconstructions. Our results show some differencesbetween the
two hemispheresin the slow variability associatedwith the astronomicalforcing.
Common features found in the three ice-core recordsoccur on shorter periods,
between 1 and 7 kyr. The Holocene also showsrecurrent common patterns between
Greenland and Antarctica. We propose and discussmechanismsto explain such
behavior.

1.

Introduction

Deep ice-core data provide a mine of information of
climate variability over a wide range of time scales,owing to their very fine resolution and their time span.

ice core [Dansgaardet al., 1993]was drilled on the
ice divide at Dome Summit (72ø34'N,37ø37'W)and
reached a depth of 3028 m; the GISP2 site was located

30 km westof GRIP [Grooteset al., 1993]and reached
the
bedrock at 3053.4 m and penetrated 1.55 m into
The recentEuropean(Greenland
Ice CoreProject(GRIP))

and American(GreenlandIce SheetProject (GISP2))
cores from Greenland

and the Vostok

core from Antarc-

tica are the longest ice cores, to date, and they all
span at least one glacial-interglacial cycle. The GRIP

bedrock. The accumulationrate averages20 cm/yr;
thereforethe coreswereexpectedto givedetailedinformation over more than one paleoclimatic cycle, but it
is now almost certain that fully reliable time seriesare

limitedto thelast 110kyr B.P., theolderpart beingdisturbeddue to the proximityof the bedrock[Benderet
•Laboratoire
de Mod61isation
du Climatet de l'Environnement,al., 1994; Chappellazet al., this issue].The annualcycle
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[Meeseet al., this issue].The top 14.5 kyr of the GRIP
ice core were also dated by annual layer counting, and
the rest of the core was dated with the use of glaciologicalmodels[Dansgaardet al., 1993; Johnsenet al.,
26,441
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1995] . The Vostok project is a cooperativeeffort be- been documentedrecently [Heinrich, 1988; Bond and
tween Russia, the United States, and France [Vostok Lotti, 1995] and genericallycalled "Heinrich events"
with
Project Members,1995];it was drilled in East Antarc- [Broeckereta!., 1992].They havebeenassociated

tica (78ø28•S,106•48•E)and is presently3125m deep. sea surface temperature variations over the North AtThe accumulationrate is about 2 cm/yr; this means
that the annual layers are too thin for visual detection
and modelsof chronologies
have to be usedto date the
samples[Lorius e! al., 1985; Jouzele! al., 1993; Waelbvoecket al., 1995].
From these ice cores, climatic information was re-

lantic and temperaturevariationsoverGreenland[Bond
et al., 1993; Pat!lard and Labeyrie,1994]. This cumulative evidencepoints to globalclimate instability during
the last glacial age. This is why we elected to study
this particular period of climate history,with its high
variability.

trieved through isotopic measurementsof oxygen 18

[Dansgaardet al., 1993; Grooteset al., 1993]and deuterium [Jouzel et al., 1993], greenhouse
gases(CO2
[Barnola e! al., 1987]and CH4 [Chappellazet al., 1990,
1993]),dust content[Petit et al., 1990],electricalconductivity [Taylor et al., 1993] and various chemical
species[Legrandet al., 1992, 1993; Mayewskie! al.,
1993a,1993b,1994,this issue].We focusedon the iso-

The Holocene(11.6 kyr B.P. to present)is the interglacial period we are presently enjoying. Its last
10 kyr have proved to be remarkably stable, compared

to glacial-to-interglacial
variations[Johnsen
et al., 1992].
Fluctuations in the Holocene glaciochemicalseries,althoughsmall comparedto thosein the glacial portion of

the record,revealmarkedvariabilityin climate[O'Brien
et al., 1996]. Nevertheless,
theselittle variationstestify

topicmeasurements
((•1sOand5D), expressed
in perrail to internal climate variability involvingthe atmosphere
with respect to the standard mean ocean water, and
chemical species in the Greenland records. The two
isotopesmainly accountfor the local temperature variations at the top of the inversion layer, where the pre-

and the oceanduring a globally stationary climate and

possible(but unknown)solaror volcanicforcings[Stuiver et al., 1995]. Hencewe pickedthis period, in addition to obvious reasons that concern human civilization.

cipitationformed [Jouzeland Merlivat, 1984; Johnsen In this paper, we summarize methodologicalguideet al., 1989; Jouzelet al., this issue],while the chemical lines for time seriesprocessing;we particularly insist
speciesare proxies for the intensity of the polar circu-

lation [Mayewskiet al., 1993a].

on the necessity of robust and stable methods, due to
the many irregularities in most paleoclimatic signals.

The time seriesderived from the experimental measurements are generally irregular but bear many resemblancesand recurring patterns embeddedin noise.
These patterns coverthe well-documentedglacial-interglacial cycle and the abrupt oscillationsduring the last
ice agethat are found in all cores.Our challengeis then
to decipher the climatic information from these apparently noisy signalsand assessthe statistical significance
of the near periodicities in order to infer plausible phys-

These techniquesinclude singular spectrum analysis,
the multitaper method, the maximum entropy method,
minimum bias spectral estimates,and digital filter reconstructions.Then we applytheserecenttechniques
to
the ice-coredata describedin section3, for the three climaticperiodswe describedabove.The resultsare given
in section4, wherewe alsoproposephysicalmechanisms
to interpret them.

ical mechanisms.

2.

Methods

Our strategy is to cut our records into identifiable

In this section, we describea few new numerical techniques
to extract information from time series. It is
namics is not necessarilystationary on all time scales.

climatic periods. The main reasonis that climate dy-

For example,if we look at climatic variationsoccurring important to note that climatologicaltime seriesvery
on time scalesof centuriesto millenia either during an seldomverify the hypothesesrequired by any matheice age or during an interglacial interval, the two in- matical method and that severaltechniquesshouldbe

tervals(coldand warm) havevery distinctregimesand usedas crosschecksfor the validity and stabilityof rea global analysiswould only averagethose differences sults [Ghil and Yiou, 1996; Yiou e! al., 1995]. Most
without an appropriate investigationof the proper dy- of the methodshere are implementedin a public doby Dernamicsof eachregime. On the other hand, if we look at maincomputertool kit (SSAToolkit)developed
linger
et
al.
[1994]
(available
on
the
world
wide
web
slowervariationslinked to orbital forcing[Hays et al.,
at
http://www.atmos.ucla.edu/).
In
companion
papers
1976; Berger et al., 1993], then we obviouslyneed to
et al., thisissue;Meekeret al., thisissue],alconsiderthe full length recordsand the minute temporal [Mayewski
details are no longer necessary.Therefore we adapted
the time "windows"from the paleoclimaticsignalsto
the processesat play on each characteristic time scale.
This methodologyis a time-frequency analysiswhere
we have introduced our a priori knowledgeof the climatic system.
Massive iceberg dischargesfrom the Laurentide and

ternate techniques,but basedon similar principles,are
usedto extract periodiccomponents.We briefly discuss
them in the Appendix.
2.1. Sampling

Data sampling(or resampling)is an importantstep

prior to time seriesanalysis, in the field of paleodata
the ScandinavianIce Sheetsduring the last ice agehave processing.Most signalanalysismethodsrequirea reg-
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ular time sampling, which is generally not the case for deterministic oscillations,and noise. Thus a clean sigice-core data. An array of interpolating techniques is nal can be analyzedthrough reconstructedcomponents

describedand tested by Benois![1986]and Yiou et al.
[1995].It hasbeenshownthat the interpolationmethod
of choicecan affect the spectral estimatesin the high frequencies,hence limiting the relative confidencein this
part of the spectrum[Yiou et al., 1995];overall,however, lessthan one third of the frequencyrange seemed
affectedby the choiceof the interpolating method.

(RCs), pattern-wiseor by usingother mathematical
tools [Allen, 1992; Vautard½! al., 1992]. Details of
SSA algorithmsand propertieshave been investigated
by Penlandet al. [1991], Vautardet al. [1992],and
Allen [1992].
An importantstep in signalprocessing
(and SSA in
particular)is the quantitativedetectionof noiseandits

The technique we adopted proceedsby averagingthe
signal over nonoverlapping"bins" of equal time inter-

characteristics.

Climatic

time series are often contam-

inated by red noise, which affects preferably low fre-

processwhose
vals •- [Benoist,1986; Yiou et al., 1995]. This scheme quencies;it is a first order autoregressive
(• 1If 2 shapein a frequency
corresponds
to a weak low-passfilter [Benoist,1986]. spectralcharacteristics
The property of this interpolation processis that the diagram)are genericin climatetime series[Ghil and
no,. •hen, I•].
In general, very cruoe
---•Nyquist p•-;• ;o or. tr the in•nnslc processdoes ,,v• r•'• ....
containpowerin the [-l/r, l/r] frequencyband, then tests can be devisedfrom comparisonswith an "idealthe aliasingis negligiblewith this interpolatingscheme. ized" noiseprocess:the spectrumof a noiseprocessis
Numericalexperiments[Yiou et al., 1995]showthat it known to have a particular shape, and if the data specdoesnot createspuriousoscillations(contraryto regu- trum lies above an ideal noisespectrum, it is generally
lar cubic splinemethods) and hencethe spectrumcan consideredas "significant." This approachcan be very
be estimated with more confidence. On the other hand, deceptivebecausea single noise realization can have a
this method is only useful when one is willing to under- very different spectrum from an ideal one, especiallyif
samplethe time series,i.e., if r is greaterthan a typical the number of data points is small; it is the average of
time step of the signal. If oversamplingis desired, an- such spectra over many realizations that will tend to
other type of interpolation, using the physicalrelation the spectrumof the ideal noiseprocess. Allen [1992]
linking depth and time in order to preserve the data devisedteststo comparethe statisticsof simulated(or
skewness,can be used, with little spectral alterations. surrogate)red noisetime serieswith thoseof a climatic

2.2. Singular Spectrum Analysis

signal;this is the Monte Carlo SSA (MC-SSA). Alternatives to MC-SSA, based on a standard procedure of

Singularspectrumanalysis(SSA) is designedto ex- principal componentanalysis[Preisendorfer,1988] to
tract information from short and noisy time series and

estimate distributions of serial correlations, can also be

givehintson the (unknown)dynamicsof the underlying systemthat generatedthe series[Broomheadand
King, 1986; Vautavdand Ghil, 1989]. It was motivated by mathematicaland experimentalresults[Takens, 1981; Packard et al., 1980], which showedthat

used with a smaller computingcost [Lall and Mann,
1995].Multivariategeneralizations
of (MC-) SSA have
beendevelopedby Plaut and Vautard[1994]and Allen
and Robertson[1996].

under generic conditions, a time series of observables 2.3. Mul•i•aper
Method
from a dynamical system contains enough information
The purposeof this nonparametricspectral method
to reconstruct this "unknown" dynamical system. The
[Thomson,
1982;Percivaland Walden,1993]is to cirstarting point of the method is to embed a time series

{X(t)}, t = 1,...,N

in a vectorspaceof dimension cumvent the problem of the variance of spectral esti-

M, with M presumably larger than the effective but
unknown dimension d of the underlying system. The

mates; indeed, the variance of raw Fourier spectrum

of a randomprocessequalsthe spectrumitself [Jenkins
embeddingprocedureconstructsa sequence{X(t)} of and Watts,1968],whichmeansthat the potentialerrors
M-dimensional vectors of delayed coordinatesfrom the can be as large as the calculationitself. A set of independentestimatesof the powerspectrumis computed,
time series X:
by premultiplyingthe data by K orthogonaltapers,i.e.,

.•(t) = [X(t),X(t + 1),...,X(t + M- 1)], (1)

functions which are built to minimize the spectral leak-

ageoutsidea scaledbandwidthN9 (9 is a frequency
(N) ofthedata. Then,
time seriescontains(random)noise,a raw application bandwidth)dueto thefinitehess
of this techniquewill fill any two-dimensionalprojection averagingoverthis ensembleof spectrayieldsa better
in a denseway so that no information can be retrieved. and more stable (with lowervariance)estimatethan
SSA allows us to unravel the information entangled in with single-tapermethods[Thomson,1990]. Detailed
the delayed coordinate phase spaceby decomposingthe algorithmsfor the calculationof thosetapersare given
constructed sequenceof vectors into elementary oscil- by in Thomson
[1990],Percivaland Walden[1993],and
[1993]. The choiceof K and N• is a
lation patterns. Hence this method generatesdata- RSgnvaldsson
with t = 1,..., N- M + 1. If d is larger than four or the

adaptative filters for the separation of the time series trade-off between stability and frequency resolution, so
into statistically independent components, like trend, that severalvaluesshouldbe tested[Yiou et al., 1996].

26,444
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In practice, we have a sequenceof vectors V•, n =
Harmonicanalysis(estimateof linefrequencies
and
their amplitude)can be performed
by MTM, with a 1,...,N, e.g., eight-dimensionalvectors representing

statistical F test on the amplitude. One of the main the variationsof chemicalspeciesmeasuredin the GISP2
assumptions
of MTM harmonicanalysis
is that the sig- ice core [Mayewskiet al., 1994]. Then we want to
nal mustyieldperiodicand separated
components.
If computea basisin this multi dimensionalspace(eightnot, a continuous
spectrum(froma colorednoiseor a dimensionalin this particularcase),in which the vari-

chaoticsystem)will be brokendownto spurious
lines
with arbitraryfrequencies
and possiblyhigh F values.
This is a dangerof the method,whichcanbe partially
avoidedif the raw powerspectrumis computed,hints
for linesare detected,and the parametersNft and K

ance is most efficiently represented; that is, it can be
describedby the least possiblenumber of vectors. If V
denotesthe N x M matrix containing the sequenceof
N data M-dimensional vectors V,, then the covariance
C of the matrix

V is

are varied.

1

(2)

Time-frequency
analyses(evolutivespectralanalyses)

with movingwindowswere performedwith this method
wherethe superscriptt denotesmatrix transposition.
by Yiou et al. [1991]and Birchfieldand Ghil [19931.In
We then look for the eigenelementsof the symmetric
addition,a multichannelMTM generalization(i.e., with
and definite positive matrix R by solving
a spatial extent) has been investigatedby Mann et al.
[1995].
Re• = ,k•e•,
(3)
2.4.

Maximum

Entropy

where the M vectors e• are called the EOFs, as with

Method

The maximumentropymethod (MEM) is potent to

SSA. Projections P• of the data V onto this eigenbasis
can be defined

estimate line frequenciesin an autoregressivetime se-

as

r• - e•V.

(4)

ries. Exhaustivedetails are given by Burg [1967] or
They give a new representationof the data in which
Childers[1978].
MEM is very efficient for detecting frequencylines eachP• represents,k•/,X•+... + ,k•upercentof the cofor stationary time series. If this hypothesis is not verified, or if the time series is not close to autoregressive,
cross testing the time series with other techniquesis
necessary. Moreover, the behavior of the spectral estimate depends on the choice of the autoregressionorder M: the number of peaks in the spectrum increases
with M, regardlessof the time seriescontent. An upper

boundfor M is generallytaken as N/2. Heuristiccriteria have been devised to refine the choice of a reasonable

variance

of V.

For example, the first and the second EOF in the
GISP2 chemicalspeciesrecordrepresent70% and 14%,
respectively,of the varianceof the data.
3.

Data

As explained in the introduction, we focused on two

a minimization of the residual of a least squares fit be-

types of data with a very high temporal resolution:isotopes and chemical species.The GISP2 chronologywe
useis basedon annuallayer countingdownto • 50 kyr

tween the autoregressiveapproximation and the origi-

andthenderivedby correlations
with •sOof O•.[Bender

nal time series[Haykin and Kessler,1983]. The riseof

et al., 1994]. For the GRIP icecore,the chronology
was

M [Haykinand Kessler,1983;Benoist,1986],basedon

such criteria can be tricky becausethey all appear to basedon layer countingdown to 40 kyr; the rest of the
underestimate the order of regressionof a time series corewasdatedwith a glaciological
model[Dansgaarde!

[Benoist, 1986]. Thus they still do require trial-and- al., 1993]and correlationwith a marine-sediment
record
error sensitivitytests [Yiou e! al., 1996].
[Grooteset al., 1993].
The Vostok records were dated using a glaciologi2.5. Empirical Orthogonal Function Analysis
cal model [Jouzel et al., 1993] with a control point
Empiricalorthogonal
function(EOF) analysis[P½izotoat 110 kyr B.P., where the record is assumed to be
andOort, 1992],likeprincipalcomponent
analysis(PCA) synchronouswith the Spectral and Mapping Project
[Peisendorfer,1988],is usedfor multivariatedata in the (SPECMAP) recordat marine stage5 [Jouzelet al.,
based on correlation
hope that a new basis can be found so that the infor- 1993]. Alternative chronologies
with
deep-sea
core
records
[Sowers
et al., 1993]or ormation in the data is expressedwith fewer coordinates.
bital
tuning
[Waelbroeck
et
al.,
1995]
have also been
Its formulation is quite similar to the SSA method and
it is useful for data

with

more than two variables.

In

principle, SSA theory can be embedded into PCA, as
the computationsessentiallyinvolvethe diagonalization
of a covariance matrix and projections onto the eigenvectors. We exposedat length SSA in this paper, thus
we will be very brief for PCA, which is used to extract
a commonvariation componentwithin a set of chemical
measurements.

explored.
3.1.

Isotopes

We studiedoxygen18 (GRIP/GISP2) anddeuterium
(Vostok)from the corewater. Thosevaluesare norrealizedto standardmeanoceanwater (SMOW) and
expressed in per mil delta values. These isotopes are
proxies for the temperature of formation of the precip-
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itation (at the inversionlayer) as shownby numerical
[JouzelandMerlivat,1984;Jouzelet al., 1994]andexperimentalstudies[Johnsenet al., 1989]. Jouzelet al.
[this issue]reviewthe assessment
of the temperatureisotoperelationship. The relationshipbetweenthe isotopic content of snow and temperature at the precipitation sitehasbeeninvestigatedfor Greenlandthrough
observationsof present-day distribution in surfacesnow

[Johnsen
et al., 1989]andexaminedthrougha hierarchy
of isotopicmodels[Jouzelet al., this issueandreferences
therein]. The use of present-dayspatial temperatureisotopegradientfor interpretingthe Greenlandisotopic

0
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100
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-3O

profiles has been challengedby recent paleothermome-

try measurements[Cuffey et al., 1995; Johnsene! al.,
1995b].Thosetwo studiesled to the conclusionthat the
isotopicratios can be used as palcothermometers,and
eachgroup has, usingdifferentcalibrationprocedures,
produced a central Greenland temperature record. We
have basedour spectral analyseson the isotopicrecords
themselvesand checkedthat the spectralpropertiesare
not significantlymodifiedwhen the temperature records
inferredeither from the present-dayisotoperelationship

(throughoutthe recordsascurrentlydoneat Vostok)or

-40

-30

-45

(c)
-35

-40
-45

50

O0

50

200

50

Time (kyr BP)

time dependentcalibration [Cuffeyet al., 1995; Johnsen
Figure Z. Isotopicvariationsin the (a) Vostok,(b)
et al., 1995b]are used.
The samplingfor all the coresis continuousand de- GRIP and (c) GISP2 ice cores. The profilesare extailed: 55 cm, i m at GISP2, and either 50 cm or 1 m pressedin per mil versusSMOW; time goesfrom the

at Vostok(with few 2-m samples).Thereforethe time
samplingvaries from a few years (the upper part of
the Greenlandcores)to 100 years, with larger sampling intervals(up to 200 years)for the periodsnear

right to the left and is expressed
in kiloyearsB.P. Figure la showsdeuteriumcontent,and Figureslb and lc

showoxygen18 content. The vertical dotted bar in the
Greenlandice-coreprofilesindicatesthe time restriction

we took (110 kyr B.P.) for our spectralanalyses.

50, 60, and 100 kyr B.P. at GRIP, GISP2, and Vostok,
respectively.Therefore we generatedseveraltime series

with differenttime steps (and the interpolatingtech- snowand ice) followatmospheric
fluxesand henceproniquedescribedabove)from eachrecord,dependingon vide a historyof atmospheric
circulation[Mayewskiet
the lengthof the records(full record,glacialperiod,or al., this issue].
Holocene)and the time scaleto be investigated. The
The GISP2 ion measurements
were groupedby a
full-extent isotopicprofilesfor the three coresare shown principalcomponentanalysis,as describedpreviously
in Figure 1.
in order to highlight their similitudesand differences.
This
allowedus to createrobustcompositevariablesof
3.2.
Soluble
Ions

the climatesystem,by identifyingstrongand recurrent
Solubleions (Ca, Na, C1, SO4, K, Mg, NH4, and patternsof oscillations.The averagetime samplingis
NOs) were measuredat a resolutionof 0.6-2.5 years very fine, but we subsampledthe data to a time interthroughthe Holocene,a mean of 3.48 yearsthrough the val of r - 200 yearsto makecomparisons
with isotopic

deglaciation, m 3-116 years throughout the remainder data possible.
of the 110,000-yearlong portion of the record, and at
The ion concentrations
are all positivewith a strong
lower resolution over the rest of the core, for a total of asymmetry toward large values. Hence we normalized

16,395samples[Mayewskiet al., 1990b, 1993a, 1993b, them throughtheir logarithmin orderto preservesta1994,this issue;Fuhreret al., 1993].The sources
for the tionarityand symmetrybetweenlowerand highervalchemicalspeciestransportedto Greenlandare primar- ues. Indeed, noisetestsgenerallyassumethat the proily terrestrialdustandmarinesurfaces
[Mayewskiet al., cessesare at least pseudo-Gaussian,which would not be
1990a]. It wassuggested
that changesin atmospheric the caseif the raw data wereused. Spuriousharmonics
compositioncould be accountedfor by changesin the canalsobe introducedif a Fourieranalysisis performed.
size of the polar atmosphericcell, resultantchanges It turnsout that our resultsare onlymarginallyaffected
in sourceregionsand the modificationsof continental when replacingthe raw unnormalizeddata.
biogenicsourceregions[Mayewskiet al., 1993a,1993b,
We plottedthe temporalvariationsduringthe lastice
1994].Similarly,Alley et al. [1996]useda simplemodel ageof Ca (GRIP [Fuhreret al., 1993])ona logarithmic
to showthat thechemical
concentrations
(in the GISP2 scale(Figure2b). Thesevariationsarestrikinglysimilar

26,446
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correlation coefficient with the (•180 record at GISP2 or

-34

GRIP (r2 = 0.25,notshown):thereseems
to bea first-

-36

order linear relationshipcomparablewith that of Ca at
GRIP, but the dispersionis muchhigher. Thereforewe
did not create a compositeresidualvariable from this
EOF and an isotopic record.

-38
-40
-42
-2

-44

4.

Results
We focused on three characteristic time scales rele-
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3
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4.1. Glacial-Interglacial

0.00
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Oscillation

The study of the full-extent recordswas doneto cir-

0.02

0

vant to paleoclimatevariations. This circumventsthe
possibilityof nonstationarityof the records(and the
systemitself)because
it is verylikelythat the climate
systemwandersthroughdifferentstates (evenduring
an ice age)for whichonly localstationaritycanbe assumedlimbtie e! al., 1992].

cumscribe the role of the astronomical forcing on long
time scales. This role has already been documented

0.04

0
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extensively,
in marinecores(CrowleyandNorth[1991]
givemanyexamples)and in ice cores[Benoist,1986;
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Time (kyr BP)

Figure 2. (a) Forcomparison
purposes
the$1aOpro-

log(Ca)

file at GRIP duringthe last ice ageis plotted. (b) The

4

log-transformedcalcium variations during the last ice
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0

-1

-2
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-34

age at GRIP. (c) The EOF1 variationsof eight chemical species measured at GISP2 are shown. Time axis

and units are as in Figure 1.

-36

(in fact, anticorrelated)
to the (•180valuesat GRIP
(Figure 2a), with a high correlationcoefficient,r 2 =

•0 -38
•o -40

0.79; the linear regressionrelation

J•SO- -38.42- 1.38log(Ca),

-42

(5)

exhibitsfairly low dispersion(Figure 3a). This means
that calciumvaluesare high duringinterstadials(cold

-44

periods,with low5•sO).Surprisingly,
it turnsout that
this dispersionis closeto the onein 51sO-temperature
relations. We notice that the calcium-oxygen18 relationship during the last glacial period is divided into
two clusters with different slopes. This suggeststhe
existenceof two dynamical atmosphericregimesin the
glacial climate, during stadials and interstadials; they
are linked to the nonlinear

saturation

of climate

insta-

bilitieson this time scale[Ghil et al., 1991].

To firstorder,5•SOandchemical
species
seemto be
drivenin thesamewayby local(northernhighlatitude)

climatechanges.
Theresidualrc- 5•SO-a log(Ca)-b,
with a - -1.38 and b - -38.42, would then accountfor
processesthat are not governedby local temperature,
like processesoccurring or driven at low latitudes. The
variations of rc are plotted in Figure 3b.
On the other hand, the first EOF of the chemical

o

2

•3,,
•'

1

0

n' -2

0

20

40

60

Time (kyr BP)

Figure 3. (a) The linearregression
between
(•180and
log(Ca). (b) Plot of the residualrc, expressed
in J•sO
per mil, from the linear regression
from Figure2c (thin
line). The thick line is the reconstruction
of SSA prin-

speciesassemblage
from the GISP2 ice core [Mayewski cipal components i and 2, which account for the slowly
et al., 1994],plotted in Figure 2c, has a muchsmaller varying componentsof rc.
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Jouzel et al., 1987; Johnsenet al., 1995a; Waelbroeck

1.5

1.00

e! al., 1995], with varioustechniques. We concentrated on isotopicrecordsfrom the Vostok(5D) and

1.o

0.95

the two Greenlandcores(Slso), whichspana com-

plete glacial-interglacialcycle and include an excel0.5
0.90
lent resolutionfor the Holocene.We sampledthe data
with an averagestep of v = 0.5 kyr. MTM analyo.o
0.85
ses show that low-frequencycomponentsclose to the
lOO
10
Milankovitchfrequencies
(obliquity,41 kyr; precession
Period(kyr)
of equinoxes,23 kyr and 19 kyr) are presentin all
records. The very low frequencycomponent,associ- Figure 5. MTM harmonic analysisof the GRIP oxyated with the full glacial-interglacialoscillation,can gen 18 record. The MTM parametersand axis captions
hardly be interpretedbasedon eccentrityforcing,be- are the same as in Figure 4.
cause it is observed at most twice in the Vostok record

and only once in the Greenland cores. An obliquity

component(around41 kyr) appearsin Figure4 in the spectra. Experimentswith differentchronologies
for the
Vostokice core (datedfrom the extendedglaciological Vostokdeuteriumrecordhavebeenperformed[Waeltimescale[Jouzelet al., 1993]) and in the Greenland broecket al., 1995]but they werebasedon orbital tunrecords(in Figure5, andshownby Mayewskie! al. [this ing [Martinsonet al., 1987]of the chronology,
for which
issue]).This componentis morestablein the Vostok the identificationof Milankovitchfrequenciescan be biisotopicsignalthan in the Greenlandsignals,possibly ased becausethey are deliberately introduced into the
due to the differentlengthsof the recordsor the differ- signal.On the otherhand,if the chronologies
are (proent chronologies.
On the otherhand, precessional
com- visionally)trusted not to alter the spectrain the lowponents(around23 kyr) appearto be morestableand frequencyband (and this is a bold assumption),
then
with a largerrelativeamplitude(with respectto MTM climatologicalexplanationscan be attempted: the preparameterchanges)in the Greenlandrecordsthan in cessionalforcing affectsmost strongly the Asian monthe Vostok one.
soon[Kutzbachand Otto-Bliesner,1982; Kutzbachand
An importantcaveatof this analysisis that it cannot Guetter,1984]. This is coupledto the Arctic, but not

be confirmed
by MEM because
it requiresvery large to the Antarctic circumpolar circulation, via the flow
autoregressive
orders(whichare severaltimes larger overTibet and Siberia[Marcuset al., 1994,1996].An
thantheonepreconized
by standard
tests[Haykinand alternateexplanationis that the Antarctic circumpolar
Kessler,1983])in orderto find Milankovitchfrequen- vortex reducesthe influenceof the meridionaltransport
cies.MC-SSAisnot sensitive
enoughto assess
the pres- from the low latitudesto Antarctica,hencealteringits
ence(or absence)of suchslowvariability.
precessionalcomponentwhich is mostly found in equaThe slightdiscrepancy
betweenthe two hemispherestorial and tropical latitudes [Crowleyand North, 1991;
can have essentiallytwo origins. The first is rather Imbrie et al., 1992].
technicaland would be errorsin the chronologies
of
one or all the records.The chronologies
are trusted to
have 10%error barsin age,but local perturbationsof

4.2.

Glacial

Period

We took the deuterium profile at Vostok and the oxy-

suchamplitudecaninducechanges
in the low-frequencygen 18 and (previouslydefined)Ca residualrecordsin
GRIP/GISP2 to studythe glacialperiod(110to 13kyr
15

•

, ........

1.00

10

to that of red noise,with a few frequencybumps(Figure 6).

0.95

E

•

B.P.). The recordswere sampledevery 200 years. The
general shape of the MTM and MEM spectra is akin

--,.

5

0.90

0

,
100

•

0.85
10

Period(kyr)

Figure 4. MTM harmonicanalysisof the Vostokdeu-

From a MC-SSA analysis, the Vostok record contains componentswith periodicitiesnear 37 and 18 kyr
which can be attributed to obliquity and precessional

changes(Figure 6c). Theseperiodicitiesare also detectedby MTM (Figure6a), but not with MEM, using
a moderateautoregression
order(M = 20, Figure6b).
The higherfrequenciescontainsignificantcomponents
around10 and 6 kyr. The formercouldbe a precessional

terium record. The parameter values are NO -- 2 and

harmonic[Yioue! al., 1991;Hagelberg
et al., 1994],but

solidline) and the right axis is the statisticalF test
(heavysolidline).

cannotidentifywhichicesheet(Antarcticaor northern

K - 3 tapers.The horizontalaxisrepresents
period(in the 6 kyr nearcycleis closeto the behaviorpredictedby
kiloyears),
the left axisis estimatedamplitude(light simpleice sheetoscillationmodels[Ghil and Le Treut,
1981; MacAyeal, 1993]. From these results only, we
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samespectra(not shown)as the isotopicrecord,and

1.00

the behavior of the EOF1 at GISP2 was investigated

0.95 "n
0.90

'-"

by Mayewskiet al. [1993,1994]who foundsimilarresults. But the records seem to contain slightly faster
millenial components,with periods between4 and 5 kyr

(Figure7). This type of behaviorhasalreadybeenassociatedwith the massiveiceberg dischargesfrom the

0.85

o

LaurentideIce Sheetinto the North Atlantic [Bond e!
al., 1993; Yiou et al., 1994]. These discharges
are not
exactlyperiodic (in a strict mathematicalsense),and
other Northern Hemisphere ice sheetscan dischargeice-

Q- 02

bergstoo [Bond and Lotti, 1995];thereforeit is anticipated that what is observedthrough spectral analysis
is an averageperiodicity of such a phenomenon. Yet,
the timing of Heinrich eventscan be approximatedby
an • 6-kyr band-passcomponentin the glaciochemical

•: 101

10o
103

time series[Mayewskiet al., thisissue].
o• 02

._.c
031 O•

A comparable resolution in both cores allows us to
investigatethe connectionbetween the almost cyclical
features

(c)

100
100

10

1

in the Greenland

and Antarctic

cores.

Bender

e! al. [1994]haveput the GISP2 andthe Vostokisotopic
recordson a commontimescale,throughdlSOcontent

in air bubbles, and found that each interstadial in Vostok coincideswith a long intersradial in GISP2. Such
Figure 6. Spectralanalysesof the glacialVostokdeu- a synchroneityon this time scalewould imply a global
teriumrecord.(a) A MTM harmonicanalysis(Nf• = 4 oscillatingmechanismwhoseresponsetime involvesat
and K = 7); left and right axis as in Figures4 and least one ice sheet instability; the Laurentide ice sheetis
5. The logarithmic horizontal axis is period, expressed
in kiloyears. (b) A MEM spectrum(M = 20). (c) then a good candidateto drive suchvariability. Bender
A Monte Carlo SSA analysis, with a window width of et al. [1994] argue that the connectionto the southM = 60. The error bars give the 90% red noiseper- ern hemisphere can go through the thermohaline circentiles: the diamonds falling between the bars corPeriod (kyr)

respondto signal componentswhich are 90% indistinguishablefrom red noise.

,

1.00

1.0

0.95

hemisphereice sheets)is susceptibleto provokingsuch
oscillations,but evidencesof icebergdischargesaround
West Antarctica [Shemeshet al., 1994]couldgivesuch
an explanation. A reconstruction associatedwith this
component reveals variations close in amplitude to the
largest fluctuations observedin the raw data during the
glacialperiod, as alreadyshownby Yiou et al. [1994].

0.5
0.90

10dP

0.85

•:
101
o

The rest of the spectrum is either statistically in-

distinguishablefrom red noise or has very low amplitude peaks that cannot be interpreted in simple physical terms. We performed similar analyseson time series based on a chronologyobtained with correlation

•: 10o
uJ

with SPECMAP data throughdlSOin 02 [Sowerset
al., 1993].This correlation,whichroughlycorresponds =e 1ø
to a compressionof the chronologyduring the last ice
age, reducesto •-, 4 kyr the periodicity of the oscillation
we detected in Figure 6 with the timescaleof Jouzel e!

c
• 100

al. [1993].This result(not shown)is not very surpris-

10-1

ing, and it allowsus to give an interval for the average
periodicity of this oscillation.
The Greenland (•180 records have a similar behav-

ior in the low-frequency band, as noticed by Yiou e!

100

(c)It
10

1

Period (kyr)

Figure 7. Spectralanalysesof the glacialGRIP oxy-

gen18record(theGISP2recordgivesidentical
results).
al. [1995]. The ion concentrationrecordsyield the Samepanelsandparameters
asin Figure6.
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culation, as modeledby Ghil et al. [1987]. Indeed,
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1.00

3

modifications in the rate at which North Atlantic Deep

Water (NADW) sinksand flowssouthwardhas impli-

0.95

cations on the southern hemisphereheat budget and
hence temperature. On the other hand, with the "com-

0.90

mon" time frame of Bender et al. [1994],the Vostok
record sometimesleads the GISP2 record by i or 2 kyr,
and the Greenland ice cores yield a larger number interstadials. We proposeto reconcilethis slight discrepancy with possibleinstabilities of the West Antarctic Ice
Sheet and the occurrenceof iceberg dischargesinto the
Southern Ocean: such events, described by Shemeshet

0.85

o

lOO

al. [1994],couldin turn affectthe northernhemisphere

lO

through the ocean circulation or ocean level. A theory for such a global ice sheet instability scenario,with
several ice sheet oscillators, has also been proposed by

(c)

Yiou et al. [1995]and Verbiiskyand Salizman[1994,
1995].
In the very high frequency domain, we also note
the presenceof a significant, almost periodic component around 1.5 kyr, which was also found in high-

i

resolutionNorth Atlantic marine records[Stockerand
Mysak, 1992; Uortijo et al., 1995]. It is evenstronger
in EOF1 of the GISP2 chemical species. This component could be attributed to the variability of the oceanic

101

100

10-1

Period (kyr)

Figure 9. Spectralanalysesof the last 10 kyr of the
Holocene deuterium

record at Vostok.

Panels are the

thermohalinecirculation[Weaveret al., 1993; Quonand
sameas in Figures6-8; the parametersare Nfl = 6 and
Ghil, 1995]. Long-termsimulationsof coupledocean- K = 8 in Figure 9a, M = 20 in Figure 9b and M = 40
atmospheremodels should assessthis component.
in Figure 9c.
The chemical species residue rc at GRIP shows a

prominentprecessional
component(Figures8a,c) similar to that found in the GISP2

ammonium

series de-

rived from mid-low latitude continental biogenicsources
0.5

I'''

'

'

'

'

'

1.00

I'1

0.95 -n

0.3

0.2

0.90

0.1
0.0

i ............

:

0.85

'-"

[Meekeret al., this issue].We reconstructed
this precessionalcomponentwith the SSA algorithm[Vautard
et al., 1992],with the first two EOFs, and plottedthis
reconstructionin Figure 3. Apart from a periodicityat

9.8 kyr (closeto a harmonicof a precessional
cycle),
the faster variations are within the red noise statistics

(Figure 8). In particular, no fast variationsrelated to
Heinrich

events are detected

in this "residual"

record.

•

101

This precessionalcomponent shows that the nonlocal

o

1

0o

comesfrom low latitudes which showlarger precessional

a.

climatevariability(i.e., oversourceregions)
of 5180
(b)

•

components[Crowleyand North, 1991]. Thereforeit

III 0-1

seemspossibleto retrieve low-latitude climatic information from a heterogeneouscouple of time series at
the same location.

(c)
(•
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Holocene

The Holoceneperiod (11.6 kyr B.P. to present)was
analyzedon the isotopicseriesfrom the Vostok (Figure 9) and GRIP (Figure 10) records.The time sampling was taken as r- 50 years. MTM spectraand a
noisetest with Monte Carlo SSA (Figures9c and 10c)

showthat most of the recordsare indistinguishablefrom
Figure 8. Spectralanalysesof the glacialGRIP oxy- red noiseovermostof the frequencyrangefrom 1/100 to
gen 18 residualrc record. Samepanelsand parameters 1/10000years-1. In the GRIP record,a few fast componentsstand out abovea nineteenthpercentlieof this
as in Figure 6.
Period (kyr)
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1.00

[Delworlhel al., 1993;Uhenand Ghil,1996]model,are
simulating such oscillationsthat seemto arise from in-

0.95

stabilities

0.90

5.

0.85

1 0o

o

:• 10-•

of the thermohaline

circulation.

Conclusions

In this paper we have applied advanced techniques
for time series analysis encompassingsingular spectrum analysis, multitaper method and maximum entropy method. These techniquesallowed us to disentangle, to someextent, the complexpaleoclimaticinformation

contained

in Greenland

and Antarctic

ice-core

signalsthrough oscillation detection. We have highlighted the presenceof slow componentsclose to the
10-2
orbital frequencies,which agree with the ideas on the
role of astronomicalforcingin of paleoclimate[Berger
e! al., 1993]. The greater strengthof the precessional
component in Greenland might be due to the stronger
couplingbetweenthe monsoonalcirculation[Kutzbach
and Oito-Bliesner,1982; Kutzbachand Guetter, 1984]
and the northern high latitudes.
10-2
During the last ice age, the isotopicrecordsexhibit
104
100
10-•
rapid
variability with periodicitiesbetween4 and 7 kyr.
Period (kyr)
This type of behaviorcanbe explainedby icesheet/climFigure 10. Spectral analysesof the Holocene GRIP
oxygen 18 record. Same panels and parameters as in ate interactions[Ghil and Le Treut, 1981; MacAyeal,
1993],as supportedby the fact that icebergdischarges
Figure 9.
correlate very well with this fast isotopic variation in
both hemispheres[Bond et al., 1993]. Thereforethe
noisebackground(Figure 10c) at periodicitiesaround cyclical pattern we found in the isotopic data can be
2 kyr, 180 years, 150 years and 120 years. These pe- attributed to sucha mechanism.Shemeshe! al. [1994]
riodicities are also found by MTM harmonic analysis have shown evidence for iceberg dischargesinto the
and MEM (Figures10a and 10b). They are robustto Antarctic Ocean; this justifies the idea of an ice sheet
parameter changes;hence this stability betweeninde- dynamics for both hemispheres,with possibly different
bependenttechniquesstronglyenhancesthe confidenceof timings(and periodicities).The closesynchroneity
thesepeaks. The Holoceneperiod in the deuteriumpro- tween the long glacial interstadials observedin Greenfile at Vostok shows similarities with the GRIP record,

with significantcomponentsdetectedby MC-SSA near
180 and 130yearsstandingout abovethe red noisespectrum. We notice that both MTM and MEM can give
spuriouspeakswhen comparedwith MC-SSA. This is

land andAntarctica(asfar aschronologies
are accurate
[Benderet al., 1994]) canbe explainedby a globaltcleconnection, through the ocean circulation or eustatic
sea level. It appears that isotopic fast variations at
Vostokcan be slightly in advancecomparedto thoseat

GRIP/GISP2 [Jouzelet al., 1996]. This suggests
that
the
climate
system
during
an
ice
age
is
able
to
contain
to breakbroadbandnoiseinto discretelines(MTM) or
(at least)two coupledoscillatingsubsystems
locatedin
sharppeaks(MEM).
both
hemispheres
[
Yiou
et
al.,
1995].
The significantoscillationsoccurduring a relatively
due to the fact that both of the former methods tend

icesheetfreeperiod(the Holocene),hencethey are less
likely to be associatedwith glacial eventsor major ice

The 51SOresidual,with respectto Ca contentat
GRIP, also has an intriguing behavior. By construc-

sheet(recurring)oscillations.External(e.g.,astronom- tion, it is not driven by local (high latitude) climate,
ical or solar) forcingscan play a role on these time like the isotopic or calcium records. Instead, it is domscales[Stuiveret al., 1995],even thoughthe physical inated by a precessionalcomponent which indicates a
mechanisms,the energy variations are very small, relating solar constantfluctuationsto suchclimate variations are not yet documented. On the other hand, this
type of centennial-to-millenialoscillationsstarts to be
documentedin other high-resolutiondata [$tockerand
Mysak, 1992; Mann et al., 1995]and modelsof the general circulationof the ocean,either uncoupled[Weaver
and Hughes,1994; Chenand Ghil, 1995]or coupledwith

low-latitude

influence.

It hence offers an alternative

to

deuteriumexcess[Jouzelet al., this issue]to account
for sourcevariablity, and the connectionbetween these

two variableswill be investigatedthrther.
The Holocene showssignificant quasi-periodiccomponents between 100 and 200 years. This behavior

is within the range of oceanicvariability [$tockerand
Mysak, 1992; Mann e! al., 1995] during this stable

a sea ice [Yang and Neelin, 1993]or an atmospheric climatic stage and has been simulated with simplified
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Very efficient digital filters, low-pass, high-pass, and
oceanicgeneralcirculationmodels[Weaver et al., 1993;
Quon and Ghil, 1995; Rahmstorf,1995]. Another po- band-pass,can now be easily constructed[Krause et
tential source of variability at this time scale comes al., 1993]and usedto exploreparticularfeaturesof an
from the solar forcing, at periodicities closeto 208 and estimated spectrum. The modulated sinusoidaloutput
80 years[Stuiver et al., 1995]. At least, it testifiesto from a narrow band-passfilter describeshow the energy
a natural variability of the climatic system, even in a in the passbandis distributed in time throughout the
climate that appearsto be stable to ice sheet/climate series[Mayewskiet al., this issue;Meeker et al., this
interactions.
issue]. Filters associatedwith differentspectralpeaks
In conclusion,we havedetectedgeneralspectralchar- can be combined to form filter banks. The sum of the
acteristic features of the climatic system on three time
scalesand periods of the late Quaternary. Those oscilla-

outputs from the filter bank is comparable to the re-

extensive network of paleodata, as proposedby Yiou et

series where both methods

constructionbased on SSA [Vautard et al., 1992]. In
tions are usefulto constrainthe time behaviorof (cou- fact, extensivetesting on synthetic serieshas shownthat
pled) climate modelsfor long-termsimulations.The the reconstructionsare, essentially,indistinguishablefor
next step will be to generalizethis approach to a more short seriesor relatively high frequencybehaviorin long

al. [1994].

Appendix
The major difficulty with the MTM spectral estimates is the necessity of calculating the tapers. In
general,extensiveand complexcalculationsmust be repeated for seriesof different length. The MEM and SSA
approachesare limited in their application becauseof
the need to keep the number of "lags" at a manageable

can be used.

Such a filter bank must be designedand tested on
synthetic series to insure its ability to estimate modulated sinusoidswithout distortion. Elliptic filters of

orders3 to 7 were utilized by [Mayewskiet al., this
issue]and [Meekeret al., this issue]to investigatespectral peaks at periodicitiesranging from 1000 to 40,000

years. Becausethe filters of a filter bank are not perfect
their passbandsare not disjoint and the filter outputs
are only approximately orthogonal. The filter outputs
can be orthogonalized and used as a basis for a linlevel(whichoftenrequiressubsampling
asnotedabove). ear subspaceof serieshaving the selectedspectral feaRicdeland$idorenko[1995]propose"minimumbiasta- tures. Projection of the original serieson this subspace
pers" which, for long series,can be taken as simplesine is analogousto the projection on the EOF subspaceof
functions requiring no preliminary calculations, yield SSA and yields a least squares approximating time seminimum bias estimates of spectral features, display, ries with the spectrum prescribed by the filter bank.
essentially,the same bandwidth as the tapers used in Projection on each of the orthogonal basis vectors proMTM [Thomson,1982],and avoidthe time-consuming vides an analysis of the variance associated with each
computations which they require.
spectralpeak [Mayewskiet al., this issue;Meeker et
Traditional Fourier analysis assumesa stationary pro- al., this issue].In eachcasethe estimatedalmostpericess,and, as noted above, this is not a reasonableas- odiccomponents(modulatedsinusoids)
shouldbe comsumption for most paleoclimateseries. For such series pared with the ordinary periodic Fourier components
the spectral estimates are really estimates of average obtained by projection on sinusoidalcomponentsof the
"power" at a given frequency. One solution, as previ- same frequency in order to assessthe significanceof the
ously noted, is to perform separate analyseson discrete modulation, small shifts in phase,and gain in variance
sectionsof a seriesin which the assumptionof stationar- explained. If a filter has been properly designedand
ity is not obviously invalid. This approach hinders the tested on syntheticseriesfor its ability to extract modustudy of the long time scalecomponentsof the series lated sinusoidsfrom a noisy background,the proportion
and the processesinvolved in the transitions between of varianceof the original seriesexplainedby its particapproximately stationary segments. An alternative is ular output component provides a direct assessmentof
to developtechniqueswhich aid in interpreting how the the significanceof the estimatedspectral peak.
"averagepower" at a Fourierfrequencyis distributed
Complex demodulation is another filtering technique
usedto estimate modulated sinusoidalcomponentsfrom
throughoutthe series.
One suchtechniqueis the SSA procedurespreviously time series[Bloomfield,1976]. Given a serieswith a
discussed.Linear combinationsof the selectedeigenvec- spectral
peakat an estimated
frequency
f andan astors (EOF components)
representthe seriescomponent sumed component
associated with the selected features of the spectrum.
Two other methodsbasedon digital filtering techniques
are available. They have the advantage of not being
limited in scope by the need to keep the embedding
dimension,M, of the SSA approachto a manageable with at and •bt unknown, the seriesis multiplied by
size. For that reason, both filtering methods can be exp(-i2•rft)to cancel
theoscillatory
behavior
at that
usedto exploreboth high- and low-frequencybehavior frequencyin the first exponentialand shift.the other to
2f. The productseries
is thenfilin a uniformly sampledtime serieswithout the resam- thehigherfrequency
tered with a low-passfilter to estimate the modulus and
pling which might be requiredby SSA.

(ei:•'ft+•,
+2e-i:•'f•-•,
) (A1)

atcos(2•rft
+•bt)
--at
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phase of the oscillatory signal from the slowly varying Broomhead, D. S. and G. P. King, Extracting qualitative

output of the filter, at exp(ic)t)/2. Again, complexde-

dynamics from experimental data, Physica D 20, 217236, 1986.

modulation and direct band-passfiltering yield results
Burg, J.P., Maximum entropy spectral analysis, paper prewhich are similar and agree with SSA for short series.
sented at the 37th Annual International Meeting, Soc.
The advantage of complex demodulation is in the diExplor. Geophys., Oklahoma City, Okla., 1967.
rect estimate of amplitude, at, and phase, q•t, of the Chappellaz, J., J. M. Barnola, D. Raynaud, Y. S. Korotkevitch, and C. Lorius, Ice-core record of atmospheric
modulated signal.
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